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1st INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL CONFORMATION COMPETITION – ANCCE 

 
 
RULES GOVERNING THE 1ST INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL CONFORMATION COMPETITION FOR 2020 

 
For ANCCE’s 1st International Virtual Conformation Competition to be fully transparent, a series of rules have 
been established for breeders to follow. These rules demand mandatory compliance and respect from all those 
involved in any way.  The fact that you present your entry form means that you accept the terms established by 
said rules.   

 
1. ENTRY: Entries shall be presented using the LG PRE ANCCE Stud Book web site, as is already customary for 
3*** competitions.  

 
The deadline for entries is Tuesday, the 30th of June at 11:59 pm.  Remember that the deadline to send in videos 
of participating horses is Tuesday, the 7th of July at 2 pm.   

 
Entry Fee: 
- Full-fledged members of ANCCE: €30 
- Associate members of ANCCE: €50  
- Non-members of ANCCE: €80 

 
(Fees listed do not included the corresponding 21% VAT) 

 
A horse is not considered entered until payment of the entry fee has been received and confirmed. Once the 
entry deadline has been reached, fees paid for will not be returned.  

 
2. VIDEOS:  Competition participants shall send in two (2) or three (3) videos of each contesting horse using an 
online application known as We Transfer.   The number of videos depends on the section, so be sure to follow 
the instructions as indicated in the tutorials on the ANCCE web site.    

 
- Send in two (2) videos for these sections; one showing movements and another showing the various 
body regions): 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 13 

 
- In the case of adult mares performing the functionality test, another video is needed showing her 
functionality.  

 
- Send in three (3) videos (one showing movements, another of the body regions and a final video for 
functionality) are necessary for these sections: 8, 10 and 12. 

 
All videos must use .mp4 format and have the appropriate resolution.  

 

Your video must show movements (walk, canter and trot) while the other video must show each body region 
while the horse is standing still in the center of the arena.  This latter video must include a 360º circle round the 
horse.  At the start of each video, remember to film the moment when the microchip is read and show it to the 
camera.  Be sure to take a clear shot so that the chip can be verified by the ANCCE Competition Department.   
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Once all videos have been received, these will be turned over to the Admissions’ Jury. This body is responsible 
for verifying that no video has suffered tampering or modifications such as, but not limited to: post-production 
settings, slow-motion reproductions, additional sounds, undercranking (fast motion) or any other editing 
process that could hinder the reality of the shot. Should a video not be accepted by this Jury, the breeder shall 
have a maximum of five (5) days to remedy the error, and re-send new videos that comply with all the 
requirements established by this Jury. 
 
 
 
3. JUDGES FOR THE VIRTUAL COMPETITION: All Group 1 Judges who are available on the days that the judging 
takes place will be responsible for judging this Competition. These Judges shall meet all established mandates 
regarding conflict of interests as stated in the current Rules and Regulations.  

 
 Conformation Judges:   Functionality Judges: 

 Alvaro Cabrera Calero  Miguel Morales Cobos 

 Miguel Martinez Tebar 
 

 Vicente Jaime Granel Ivorra 
 

 Laura Gambin Garcia 
 

 Vicente Jodar Fernandez 
 

 Antonio Vazquez Fernandez 
 

 
 
 
4. JUDGING: 

 
For the smooth running of this Competition and to comply with the established timeline, the judges will operate 
as indicated:   

 
 The Competition will be judged following the General Competition Rules & Regulations as found on the 

ANCCE web site, with the only exception being those aspects indicated in this specific document.  

 
 All available Group 1 judges will judge all Sections and the Special Awards.   

 
 The functionality test will be judged by a Functionality Judge.  

 
 Judging will be carried out by video-conference in a hall moderated by the ANCCE Competition Department 

under the supervision of the President of the Technical Committee of Judges.   

 
 Judges will analyze the movements of each horse from the video.  Then, he/she will judge each body region 

with the horse standing still in the center of the arena.  For judges to have greater and better visual 
information of all horses, a tutorial has been created to show breeders how to video their horse, including 
a 360 degree shot of the participating horse.   
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5. AWARDS: 

 
In each section, the three (3) best horses classified and the horse with best movements in each section will earn 
awards. 

 
SPECIAL AWARDS: 

 
Special Awards, as specified in the 2020 Competition Rules & Regulations will be granted.   

 
Deciding vote for Conformation Special Awards: 
 
Should there be a tie, the deciding vote for the following Special Awards will be cast by:   

 
Judge C1:  

* Virtual Competition Stallion Champion 
* Virtual Competition Reserve Colt Champion 

 
Judge C2:  

* Virtual Competition Mare Champion 
* Virtual Competition Reserve Filly Champion 

 
Judge C3:  

* Virtual Competition Colt Champion  
* Virtual Competition Reserve Mare Champion  
* Virtual Competition Reserve Best Movements Youngstock Champion 

 
Judge C4:  

* Virtual Competition Filly Champion 
* Virtual Competition Best Movements Mare Champion 

 
Judge C5:  

* Virtual Competition Best Movements Stallion Champion  

 
Judge C6:  

* Virtual Competition Best Movements Youngstock Champion  
* Virtual Competition Reserve Stallion Champion 

 
Casting vote for Functionality Special Awards: 

 
Should there be a tie, the deciding vote for the following Awards will be cast by:   

 
Judge F1: 

* Virtual Competition Functionality Champion 
* Virtual Competition Reserve Functionality Champion 

 
Should the need arise to have a deciding vote by a judge faced with a conflict of interest, said vote shall be cast 
by another judge selected by a draw. As in the case of a judge not being available, thus limiting the number of 
judges, a draw shall be held at the onset of the competition or for a specific section to decide the deciding vote. 
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6. COMPOSITION OF THE ADMISSIONS’ JURY FOR VIDEOS: 

 
 The Admissions’ Jury for all videos includes:  

 
 Jose Ramon Fernandez (President of the Technical Committee of Judges) 
 Alejandro Sanchez (ANCCE Competition Department) 
 Jaime Gomez (ANCCE Press Office) 

 
ALL ASPECTS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN DESCRIBED IN THESE SPECIFIC RULES SHALL BE REGULATED BY THE 2020 
COMPETITION RULES & REGULATIONS AND THE ANCCE JUDGING RULES. 
 


